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Majoni	heavy	duty	UV	resistant	PVC	inflatable	fenders	-	white	
with BLACK ends - as per bottom of previous page. 

Supplied complete with a BLACK polyester double braid rope 
lanyard spliced to the fender, with the rope whipped and stitched
Looks great, performs well and enhances the appearance.

RWB9943-L   620 x 210mm fender 14mm x 2 Mtr black lanyard
RWB9944-L   700 x 240mm fender 14mm x 2 Mtr black lanyard
RWB9945-L   900 x 300mm fender 14mm x 2 Mtr black lanyard
RWB9946-L 1100 x 350mm fender 14mm x 3 Mtr black lanyard
RWB9947-L 1400 x 450mm fender 14mm x 3 Mtr black lanyard

Fenders  With  Double  Braid  Lanyards

These tough blue,	UV	resistant	PVC	inflatable	fenders	have	a	
central hole through the length of the fender.  
This central hole offers additional mounting options making it 
easier to tie banks of fenders together and the fenders tend to roll 
easier when in use, to give better protection and longer fender life. 
The splicing of a lanyard to the fender is also not necessary as 
the rope can simply be knotted at one end.
Inflate	fenders	with	an	air	compressor	or	use	a	bike	
pump	adaptor	fitting	-	see	SP379	below.

RWB1534 300mm (12") x 100mm (4")
RWB1535 430mm (17") x 150mm (6")
RWB1536 550mm (22") x 200mm (8")
SP380 Replacement brass valve - suits all Majoni fenders
SP379	 Inflation	adaptor	-	fender	to	bike	pump	

Inflatable  Centre-Hole  Fenders

RWB2005
Stainless steel
basket clamp

RWB2006
Nylon / stainless
rail mount clamp

A quality modular fender storage system featuring fusion welded
stainless baskets and nylon / stainless rail clamps.
The rail clamps suit 22mm (7/8"), 25mm (1") & 30mm (1 1/4") rails. 
These	clamps	allow	the	baskets	to	be	mounted	to	vertical,	horizontal	
or inclined rails to easily adapt to any mounting positions required.
A stainless steel fender basket clamp is also available to hold 
baskets together rigidly if a bank of baskets is required.

A	 Modular	mounting	system	suits	most	rail	sizes	and	angles
A Rail mount suits 22mm (7/8"), 25mm (1"), 30mm (1 1/4") rails
A	 3	basket	sizes	to	suit	different	brands	and	sizes	of	fenders
A A basket clamp is available to tie together a bank of baskets

The fender baskets are supplied on their own (basket only) - the 
rail mount clamps and joining clamps must be ordered seperately.

Product Basket Basket Suits RWB       Suits Polyform
Code I.D Length MAJONI Fenders Fenders

RWB1999 195mm 433mm RWB1542 / 1525
RWB2001 215mm 443mm RWB1543 / 1526 F2 to F4
RWB2003 250mm 560mm RWB1544 / 1527

RWB2006 Rail mounting clamp (each)
RWB2005 Basket joining clamp (each)

Stainless  Fender  Basket  System

14 - Inflatable  Fenders & Fender  Baskets


